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Adams Ultimate GT: Worth it?
Take a good look around any golf club house, and you're bound to spot a set of Adams Ultimate GT clubs.
There is a degree of quality and tradition built into each and every Adams golf club. For this reason, Adams Ultimate GT
golf clubs enjoy one of the most loyal followings in the game.
Barney Adams founded the Adams Golf company in 1987. When the company first started nearly twenty years ago, the
original focus was in creating custom-fitted golf clubs. Soon, however, Adams Golf found a niche in creating innovative
new golf products.
Through this tinkering and customizing, Mr. Adams developed the Tight Lies fairway wood, his first line of revolutionary
golf clubs. The Tight Lies fairway wood offered both a low profile and a low center of gravity, and also featured a unique
upside-down head design. This distinctive combination of factors virtually blew the golf world away, resulting in fantastic
reviews and a boom in business that continues to this day.
In spite of this success, Adams Golf certainly hasn't rested on its laurels. The company recently launched such
innovative club lines as the hybrid IDEA irons, Redline and Ovation woods, and the Adams Ultimate GT golf clubs.
Adams Ultimate GT is a complete line of golf clubs. The driver features a thin, super-hard titanium face that provides the
most power possible from a 430cc, barely legal clubface. The resulting product offers golfers a huge sweet spot and the
capability to rocket the ball off the tee.
Also included in the Adams Ultimate GT golf clubs lineup are the fairway woods. These feature the same thin but
powerful face. These woods are also unique because of their heel and toe weighting, which squares the clubface and
provides straighter shots. Also worth mentioning is the club's sole, which can slide through practically any lie.
Rounding out this set are the Adams Ultimate GT irons. The oversized heads not only look good, but hit well, too. Golfers
appreciate longer distances created by an undercut channel that sets the center of gravity low and to the back. Thanks to
the progressive offset, you'll also find yourself hitting the ball straighter.
There is a huge selection of golf clubs on the market, and it can be tough to choose the right equipment. Ask around at
your clubhouse, and you'll find that some of the best golfers swear by Adams Ultimate GT golf clubs.
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